
Treating Cardiovascular Disease!
!
Lifestyle Changes!
A person’s lifestyle can have a large impact on the risk of cardiovascular disease. By making the 
following changes to the sufferer’s lifestyle, the risk of CVD can be greatly reduced.!!

• Stopping smoking.!
• Participating in moderate levels of exercise regularly.!
• Reducing alcohol consumption.!
• Dietary changes, including reducing saturated fats and cholesterol intake.!!

Diuretics!
Diuretics are used to reduce the overall blood volume. They do this by increasing the volume of 
urine that the body produces.!
Their side effects include occasional nausea, dizziness and muscle cramps.!!
Beta Blockers!
Beta blockers reduce the heart’s response to hormones which increase the rate and power of its 
contractions. This lowers pressure by decreasing the power in each contraction of the left ventricle 
and the frequency of the contractions.!
There is a possible link with diabetes, however there is only limited research and evidence for this.!!
ACE Inhibitors!
ACE inhibitors block the production of angiotensin which normally causes arterial constriction, 
which in turn causes a rise in blood pressure. !
Side effects of ACE inhibitors include: a dry cough, dizziness, heart arrhythmia and an impaired 
kidney function.!!
Statins!
Statins block the enzyme in the liver that is used to produce cholesterol, which in turn causes 
cholesterol levels in the blood to fall.!
Statins have a wide variety of possible side effects, including: muscle aches, nausea, constipation, 
diarrhoea as well as rarer problems, including: an inflammatory response (sometimes fatal) and 
liver failure.!!
Anticoagulants!
Anticoagulants, including Aspirin and Warfarin reduce the risk of blood clot formation, preventing 
the formation of atherosclerosis.!



However, because they prevent blood clots from forming, there is an increased risk of bleeding out 
when taking them as well as general side effects that pertain to the specific drugs.!!
Platelet Inhibitors!
Platelet inhibitors, including Aspirin and Clopidogrel reduce the chance of platelets from sticking to 
the site of a blood clot.!
However, Aspirin is known to irritate the stomach causing bleeding, using both drugs at the same 
time further increases the risk.


